Live onscreen teachers your students can interact with

Learning a new language is hard enough as it is, and with the growing interest and demand for online world language courses, we want to give every student the best opportunity to excel. That’s why Edgenuity is excited to introduce our new World Language Live Lesson add-on for Spanish, French, German, Chinese, and Latin, coming this summer!

Meet Edgenuity’s new Extended Learning Teachers. They work with your onsite mentor and Edgenuity Virtual Instructor to identify enrichment opportunities and student strengths. Once a week, they teach a live lesson with synchronous instruction that correlates to:

- Current or upcoming topics
- Relevant cultural activities
- Tips for speaking the language

During the live lesson, students are able to interact with the onscreen Extended Learning Teacher, ask questions, and practice speaking the language.

TO LEARN MORE

about adding live lessons to help your world language students find success, contact your Account Executive or visit: edgenuity.com/contact
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For non–world-language core subject courses, Edgenuity Concept Coaches are available for on-demand academic tutoring. Learn more about their role at Edgenuity.click/ConceptCoach